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Sourcing the best in designed goods from Japan for your 
home and office.
For 20 years now, Living and Dining has been your supplier of designed products from Japan and our story is 
simply the provision of beautiful items to enhance our local lifestyle. Our style is modern classic and most items in 
our range are destined to become pieces that are enjoyed and treasured for many years. We only select brands 
and products that we believe in and are happy to say that so many have won international design awards.

In this catalogue you will find both bright colours and neutral tones across the ranges to suit all your customers. 
Animals feature strongly with, of course, a high representation of cats that just seem to outsell all other animals. 
There are a lot of stationery items in here and the kitchen and dining items do so well too. We are excited about 
the new products and hope you love them as much as we do. The business of gift and homewares is demanding 
yet rewarding and we truly appreciate all your support. We will do everything we can to help you and are always 
happy to even just chat. 

Please enjoy our latest catalogue and feel free to contact us for any questions at all.

Lisa Saito, Director

Orde r s  can  be  p l aced  on  ou r  webs i t e  a f t e r  
app l y i n g  f o r  l og i n ,  o ve r  t he  phone  o r  v i a  ema i l .

$300
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Each piece in this collectible range is individually hand-carved 
from the l ight Albizia

Albizia

 wood then sanded to softness by artisans 
before being hand-finished in Japan. No two animals are exactly 
the same and the tacti le smoothness and character of these 
charming animals make them irresistibly adorable. Although often 
used as a decorations for children’s rooms, they are most suitable 
for ages 7+ and are also loved by adults who collect them. Start 
your own collection today!

A note on the wood used for these animals:

The wood used for the T-Lab range is the fast growing tropical 
tree  to ensure eco-sustainabil ity. To further support the 
environment, T-Lab also reforests plantations in order to re-pay 
the earth for its bounty.

P112SB
Saint Bernard

P112BG Beagle P11DH Dachshund P112DM Dalmation
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Pole Pole

P100CN
Canary

P100FX
Fox

P100TN 
Tanuki

P100OT
Otter

P100HR
Horse

P100CI
Chihuahua

P100CR
Crocodile

P100BP
Black Panther

P100GK
Goat Kid

P100RO
River Otter

P100WM
Wombat

P100CA
Chameleon

P100SK
Skunk

P100DHW
Dachshund White

P100DHB
Dachshund Black

P100FF
Fennec Fox

P100PU
Pug

P100OR
Orangutan 

P100FW
Fawn

P100RP
Red Panda

P100CP
Capybara

P100BV
Beaver

P100CC
Chow Chow Dog

P100EA
Eagle

P100HC
Hachiware Cat

P100KW
Kiwi

The Pole Pole animals are all true to their actual natural state as they are studied and designed to be as close as possible to the animals as 
you would meet them in real life. They are all positive with uplifting faces and in some cases even smiles. The attention to detail is amazing 
and the tails are so cleverly added too. They feel almost soft to touch and are very light due to the wood that is used to produce this range.
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Pair Set
Small Pole Pole animals are very difficult to create, as attention to detail must remain the same but on a much finer base. 
These pairs of animals featuring adult and child show this work to allow you a greater connection to your selected animals just 
as you would to a special jewel. The new Panda cub sits well with the Panda from the Pole Pole Animal series and is available 
separately only.

 P105OW Owl

 P121AN
Ankylosaurus 

P105LI Lion

Pole Pole Dinosaur
 

P121TR
Triceratops

P121TY
Tyrannosaurus

P121ST
Stegosaurus

P121BR
Brachiosaurus

P121PT
Pterandon

P105PDC 
Panda Child

P121SP
SpinosaurusP121VR

Velociraptor

P121PR
Parasaurolophus

Here come the Dinosaurs! They should be scary but in true Pole Pole style they sti l l  have that cute factor 
whilst remaining realistic. Slightly larger than the usual Pole Pole Animal series, they are easy to hold and 
move around as you play with them.       
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Chopsticks

Classic Style Chopsticks

We are a little behind schedule on this one as we have been asked to stock chopsticks for over 10 years now. 
As you know, we are very fussy with our selections and have finally found a brand we love. 

Classy and refined, these are exactly our style and with the beautiful packaging they make a wonderful gift too. 
Designed to be easy to use, these chopsticks would look perfect in any situation from casual dining to dinner party 
settings. The packaging is made from paper to limit the use of plastics across their entire range and many of the 
chopsticks are made from bamboo to lessen the impact on the environment.

Made from bamboo, these chopsticks have a refined 
elegance that will add style to any table setting. They 
have been coloured in neutral tones to reflect the faint 
shadow cast by soft light and are pleasant to hold. 
The chopstick rest sold separately represents a 
delicate flower petal and is also gently coloured.

Chopstick Length: 23cm
Material: Natural bamboo

Serving Chopsticks
Chopsticks with a longer length that are used 
for serving as an alternative to tongs. The spiral 
lines act as a natural anti-bacterial property and 
also make them easier to hold food. 

Length: 27.5cm
Material: Natural bamboo

GR001RW 
Chopstick Rest Soft White

GR001RG 
Chopstick Rest Soft Grey

GR001CW Chopstick Pair Soft White

GR001CW Chopstick Pair Soft Grey

GR004PG Pale Grey

GR004CG Charcoal Grey

5-piece Set
Two styles and both are a study in 
refined elegance. The full colours are 
in pastel tones and the dipped chop-
sticks are coloured in a more vibrant 
palette.

A packet of 5 allows you to mix and 
match colours according to your mood 
and your table setting. It also gives 
you a quick replacement in case one is 
dropped. 

Chopstick Length: 22.5cm
Material: Natural bamboo

GR002TP Chopstick 5-pce Set 
Taupe Full Colour

GR002NU Chopstick 5-pce Set 
Nuance Full Colour

GR002FR Chopstick 5-pce Set
French Tones

GR002NO Chopstick 5-pce Set 
Nordic Tones

Chopsticks with Stroke Pattern
Luxurious style of chopsticks for a more formal 
occasion or a special gift. 

Chopstick Length: 23cm
Material: Natural wood

GR003BK Chopstick Pair Black

GR003NV Chopstick Pair Navy 7



(pronounced ox)
Established 1946
Kitchen utensils for everyday life.
AUX moulds ideas into designer kitchenware that always has a focus on both functional and aesthetic appeal. Considered 
experts in utensil design, AUX aims to create products with innovative ideas through their close manufacturing network and 
their creative ability to turn concepts into products. 
*the stainless steel is 18/0 and is dishwasher safe. The black tongs are coated to be non-stick and wash easily however are not 
suitable to be used in a dishwasher.
All items made in Japan.

XTN1376

A note on all tongs by AUX
All the tongs made by AUX have the same spring action which is patented in Japan. Usually a spring is produced with only one press for tongs, however 
AUX perform 2 press directions – once horizontally and twice vertically which makes it both gentle to use and durable. Extensive testing of 100,000 opening 
and closing actions of the spring has been completed and the springs do not warp or change shape in any way. There is a certificate of durability available 
as evidence but most of all you can be sure that these tongs are all easy to use and will last in your kitchen. AUX have designed their range of tongs so 
that when they are laid flat the tips of the tongs are raised to allow your counter surface to remain as clean as possible. 

XAUT1405

The special curved design with edges that meet precisely 
when closed is ideal for many serving uses. The light 
spring action ensures a firm grip and the slots allow for 
excess liquid to be drained from the food being served if 
required. 
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 21cm x 5.2cm
Codes: XTN1374 Stainless Steel; XAUT1403 Black

Small narrow server tongs perfect for taking food 
out of cans and bottles with ease. 

Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 13.5cm x 2.5cm

Codes: XTN1376 Stainless Steel; XAUT1405 Black

Shorter tongs with an easy to pinch soft spring that works like 
an extension of your fingers. Suitable for both cooking and for 
use at the table. 
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 14.7cm x 4.5cm
Codes: XTM1361 Stainless Steel; XAUT1402 Black

Long fingertip style of tongs with the patented light 
spring action in all tongs by this brand. 

Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 25cm x 3.8cm

Codes: XTN1375 Stainless Steel; XAUT1404 Black

Server Tong

Long Fingertip (Moritsuke) Tong

Fingertip (Toriwake) Tong

Mini Fingertip (Otomo) Tong

XTN1374

XTM1361

XTN1375
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Created in collaboration with the top manufacturer of gloves for the fire 
department in Japan, this mitt can withstand temperatures to 330 degrees 
Celsius – up to 3 times more than your usual oven mitt. It is suitable for use 
on both left and right hands due to the centre stitching in the fingers which 
allows for greater control while holding hot items. Enforced 
with Aramid which is a heat-resistant fibre even used for the 
military, aerospace and emergency services worldwide.
Do not place directly in fire.
Handwash only and then dry in shape.
Colour: Beige/Navy
Material: Cotton; Polyester; Aramid 
Size: length 27cm x width 15.5cm
Code: XLS1601BN

Cut the food to the desired size then scoop and serve directly from this one utensil. 
Wide rounded surface for easy scooping and serving.
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 21cm x 5.2cm
Code: XTN1372

Solid bottom spoon with extra sharp diagonal blades for zesting, grating 
and stirring all in one. Perfect for ginger, garlic and citrus zests.
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 16.5cm x 4cm
Code: XTN1365

Serving (Sukueru) Knife

Grater (Oroshi) Spoon

Oven Mitt

Make miso soup easily with this handy tool. Simply collect the measured 
amount of 1 or 2 tablespoons of miso directly into the ball at either end 

of the whisk then blend into hot water or stock for the perfect miso 
soup every time. Also suitable for whisking eggs, dressings and sauces. 

Material: Staniless Steel; Nylon
Size: 20cm x 4cm

Code: XTM1366

Miso Muddler

XTN1372

Dishwasher Basket
This basket serves such a useful purpose in your kitchen. It holds small 

items so that they can be placed in your dishwasher to be cleaned safely. 
The clever lid can be clipped into place either way so that you can even 

wash flatter items without risk that they will become damaged by moving 
around the basket during the wash cycle. Simply fill, snap on the lid and 

then place together with your plates or lay flat on the top shelf. 
Great for those difficult to wash items!

Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 17.2cm x 17cm x 5cm

Code: XLS1533
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Art of Life. Bringing art & design to everyday products.
Amabro aims to blur the line between art and product design by producing everyday items from the 
perspective of artistic expression. Each series is created in collaboration with various designers across 
a range of everyday objects and all focus on increasing our joy in using these items.

Mini Vase
Structural shapes in Art Deco style make these vases into their own 
items of modern artwork. Choose from Clear with their true clarity or 
the Two-Tone vases in their milky opaque glaze. 

Both look stunning on their own or of course with flowers.

Size: Diameter 60mm x height 120mm

Clear

Two-Tone
AM023A 1904 AM023B 1905 AM023C 1906 AM023D 1907 AM023E 1908

AM024BB 1899 
Brown/Beige

AM024BG 1900 
Beige/Green

AM024BLG 1901 
Blue/Green

AM024GO 1902 
Grey/Orange

AM024PB 1903 
Pink/Blue

Pocket Bottle

AM007NV NavyAM007GD GoldAM007GR Green

For one cup of coffee… This palm-size thermos flask keeps your drinks hot or cold as required and can even fit 
inside your coat pocket to keep your hands free while you are commuting, taking a walk or just going out. It is also 
great for carrying in smaller handbags. Alternatively, fill with water when you set out and simply top up at taps when 
needed. The surface of this bottle has been painted so that it seems to have been gently hammered which adds to 
its rugged appeal. Retains heat at 51 degrees and keeps its cool at 10 degrees for up to 6 hours. 

Capacity: 150ml
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: diameter 45mm x h152mm
Weight: 135g   
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Water Tank
A watering can designed to resemble a water storage 
tank in the desert. The tall cylindrical shape means it 
doesn’t take up much space indoors or on your 
balcony and the power-coated steel doesn’t rust 
easily. A practical and stylish item for your home.

Size: diameter 120mm x w270mm x h135mm
Capacity: approximately 1 litre
Material: Stainless steel; powder-coating

AM016TC Terracotta

AM016WG Warm Grey

AM016MG Moss Green

Little Sprayer
Water your plants with fine mist sprayed from this 
handy spraying can. This industrial-style item in 
steel has been designed with a perfect balance and 
offers a nostalgic appeal in soft colours. Oil paint 
has been used for durability and being small it 
doesn’t take up much space. It even looks good 
when left out on display in your room.

Capacity: approx. 200ml  
Size: diameter 84mm x h140mm 
Material: Stainless Steel

AM021IV Ivory AM021GR Green AM021YL Yellow

AM003GY
Grey

AM003OR
Orange

AM003KH
Khaki

Folding Trowel
This folding trowel comes in its own carry pouch 
and has a comfortable rubber handle available in 
a range of fun colours. 

A wonderful garden tool that is also perfect for 
camping and picnics as it packs down into its own 
cotton carry bag.

Material: Stainless Steel; Rubber
Size when opened: w64mm x h230mm x d27mm
Size (pouch): w92mm x h165mm x d30mm

Folding Belt Stool
A small stool that folds away neatly for storage. Keep on 
hand for gardening, camping, watching sports or 
whenever you just want a seat you can pull out easily. 
Both compact and comfortable.

Size: w280mm x h310mm x d255mm
Weight: 1.2kg
Load Capacity: 150kg

AM003YL
Yellow

AM003NV
Navy

AM025GR GreenAM025BK Black
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Two Tone Series
Modern glassware with stunning good looks and strong 
colours that work well in both matched or mixed settings. 
Heat-resistant to 120 degrees Celsius, they are also micro-
wave and dishwasher safe. All items come gift-boxed.

Two Tone Mug
These mugs will hold your favourite beverage and the 
large handle size make them comfortable to use. Choose 
your favourite colour combination to suit your style.

Size: w110mm x h80mm x d80mm
Capacity: 350ml

AM008BK Black

Two Tone Carafe
Match or contrast the colours to the Mugs with these stylish carafes.
Size: w130mm x h245mm x d95mm        Capacity: 1 litre

AM009BL
Blue

Two Tone Vase
Available in either a square or round base, these vases can be used with or without the top saucer 
according to your requirements.
Square: w82mm x d82mm x h145mm      Capacity: 350ml
Circle: w82mm x d82mm x h140mm

AM008GR GreenAM008AM Amber AM008BL Blue AM008GY Grey

AM009GR
Green

AM009AM
Amber

AM009GY
Grey

AM010PB 
Pink/Blue

AM010GY
Green/Yellow

AM010AG
Amber/Grey

AM010GG 
Grey/Green



Two Tone Stacking Glass
Redefining classic glassware through colour. These glasses evoke nostalgia with their familiar shape but have been 
re-interpreted for today with their Two-Tone colouring. Comfortable to hold, they stack neatly when not in use. 

Size: diameter 78mm x h90mm    Capacity: approximately 300ml

Two Tone Stacking Tea Cups
Teacups for your daily brew in the popular Two-Tone colour 
range from Amabro. 

The size is just right for your cup of tea or coffee and you can 
choose the colours to match your own style. You can even 
use the Heat-Proof Dish from the same series as a saucer.

Capacity: 200ml
Size: w105mm x d85mm x h60mm

AM015GY
Green/Yellow

AM015GG
Grey/Green

AM015YB
Yellow/Blue

AM026GY Green/Yellow AM026AG Amber/Grey AM026BP Blue/Pink AM026YB Yellow/Blue AM026GG Grey/Green

AM015BP
Blue/Pink

AM015AG
Amber/Grey

Glass Heat-proof Dish
Each of these dishes is hand-blown by craftsmen. 
The result is a beautiful dish with individual characteristics in these 
stunning jewel-toned colours. 

Suitable to be used for dining and serving food, they also make won-
derful trays to hold your special items, keys or even tealight candles. 
Microwave and dishwasher safe. Gift-boxed.

Heat-resistant to 150 degrees
Size: 120mm diameter x h15mm

AM022BL Blue AM022GR Green AM022GY Grey AM022PK Pink AM022YL Yellow
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Awairo Sakura Drop Key Holder
The prettiest key holders! The central plates are 
painted in an abstract watercolour style and the top 
plate has gold splashes which all placed together have 
a charming effect. They also fit into the palm of your 
hand to make it easy to access and use your keys. 

Material: acrylic; metal
Size: w45mm x d36mm x h80mm (including wire ring)
Weight: 16g

Awairo Earr ings
Looking just like gem stones in drops 
of colourful watercolours, these unique 
earrings make a statement. Romantic 
styling made for pierced ears. 

Size: w3mm x d2mm x h35mm
Package Size: 60mm x 90mm
Material: Acrylic Resin; Brass

How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419  Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au

TU008BL BlueTU008PK Pink

TU009BY Blue/Yellow TU009GO Green/Orange TU009BP Blue/Purple TU009PK Pink
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Coasters

Botanics

Modern style now reflects nature more closely and 
a perfect example of this is shown in the range of 
pressed botanical specimens found in Toumei 
homeware items. Meaning transparent in Japanese, 
Toumei is a series of finely detailed photographic 
prints transferred to the underside of clear acrylic 
blocks with frosted tops. There are also gold-leaf 
designs that are traditional abstract Japanese 
representations of forms found in nature. As to be 
expected all items are superbly packaged and the 
sets come in their own wooden boxes.

All items made from acrylic. The boxes are made 
from wood.

Coaster Size: diameter 90mm x d3mm
Coaster Box Size: w106mm x h30mm x d106mm
Contents: 4 designs per box

All items made in Japan.

Preserving a moment in time, these intricately 
etched photographs of botanical specimens add 
elegance with a touch of nature to your table. All 
species are native to Japan and the originals were 
collected close to the artist’s home.

Gold Haku
The gold foil embossing in this series represents 
abstract symbols of nature and reflects the 
Japanese wa so important to their society.

Florals
Pretty carnation petals scattered across the base 
add a fresh look to your table just like a vase of 
flowers.

Watercolour
Showing as artistic splashes of paint in watercolour 
style across your table. 

How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419  Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au

TU001BA Coaster Set Botanics A 

TU001GD Coaster Set Gold

TU001BB Coaster Set Botanics B 

TU001WC Watercolour

TU001PK Coaster Set Pink
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These mini speakers are easy to 
connect to your mobile phone, laptop 
or iPad through the Bluetooth setting 
and provide quality sound over several 
hours. They can be placed discreetly 
up to 10 meters of clear space away 
from your device and 2 speakers can 
be paired for stereo sound. Fully 
compatible with both Android and iOS 
operating systems.

To operate a pair of speakers: 
Turn on both speakers then 
double-click one of the speaker’s 
buttons and after waiting up to 10 
seconds they wil l pair automatically. 
Now open your device’s Bluetooth, 
search for the paired name and 
connect. 

Details:
Material: Aluminium  
Weight: 70g  
Size: diameter 50mm x h33mm
Playtime: at least 3 – 4 hours

Comes with its own USB charging 
cable and fastening cord.

VTB-BM3DBK Black

VTB-BM3DGD Gold

VTB-BM3DRG Rose Gold 

VTB-BM3DSV Silver

Mini Wireless Bluetooth Speakers 
Pairable speakers for stereo sound!

VTB-3M3DRD Red
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Tech accessories for the modern office and desk space.
The evolving workspace has created a need for solutions to those cables and cords that can 
overrun your off ice. These are vital to keep your calm in the midst of this technological space and 
it is just so much better when they are these cool and colourful tech accessories from Lead Trend. 
The range also includes accessories to carry your smaller technical items and everything comes in 
great packaging to make an impact in your store.

S-Keeper – Travel SIM Card Holder
Safely store your SIM card in this Travel 
SIM Card Holder. It comes complete with 
a pin to easily eject the SIM card from its 
holder and the band has been designed 
to be the perfect length to fit around a 
passport or passport-sized notebook.

Contents: Available in single packs or packs of 2
Material: Sil icone
Product Size: 15mm x 110mm x 20mm
Product Weight: 6g each

RESH0102
Pink/Yellow

RESH0101
Grey/Green

RESH0201WH
White

RESH0202BK
Black

RESH0203PG
Green

RESH0204BP
Red

Cable Holder T
Easily cl ip your cables into place in these sil icone bars with their tr iangle prism design that integrates both 
l inear and geometric aesthetics. These styl ish cable holders with self-adhesive backing ensure that your 
cables remain tangle-free to keep your desktop tidy and organised. 

Contents: 2 per packet
Material: Sil icone; PE Foam
Product Size: 98mm x 24mm x 17mm
Product Weight: 20g each

RECH0303
Grey/Red

RECH0304
Black/Red

RECH0305
Black/Green
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RECH0203 WhiteRECH0204 Black

REAC0501
Pig Pink

REAC0502
Rabbit White

REAC0504
Pig Black

REAC0503
Hedgehog Brown

REAC0510 
Crocodile/Hippo

REAC0511
Elephant/Giraffe

REAC0512
Shark/Whale

Magnetic Cable Holder Plus
A stylish iron bar designed to hold the magnetic cable dots allowing you to secure up to 4 cables at any time. The 
handy bar comes with its own adhesive so it can be secured onto a wall or your desk for neatness. The viscose 
on the base can also be washed and reused as required.

Contents: 1 Base; 3 Cable Dots         
Material: TPR; Magnet; Iron
Size: Base – 85mm x 18 x 6; Cable Dot: d17mm

TWIST Cable Protector
Designed with highly flexible silicone to completely 
protect the cable, the spiral concept which envelops 
the cable helps to prevent the cable ends from 
stretching or detaching. Suitable for most computer 
and mobile phone cables.

Contents: 4 per packet
Material: Sil icone

Size: d9.2mm x 35mm
Weight: 4g each

RECP0102 Pink/Blue/Grey/Green

RECP0104 Black

RECP0101 Grey

ZOO Cable Wrap
Simply wrap and click together the 2 halves of these fun animal-shaped magnetic balls to secure your cables 
neatly. Suitable for a variety of cable widths, they are l ightweight and easy to carry around with you.

Contents: 2 per packet         Material: Sil icone; Magnet
Product Size: 18mm x 25mm x 55mm         Product Weight: 25g

See these and more 
on our website!
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The triangular series of coloured crayons offers even more 
options for your drawing. Ergonomically designed and with 
aesthetic appeal, these packets also make great gifts for 
adults to inspire the artist inside.
Contents: 5 different coloured crayons per box
Crayon Size: approx. 31mm on longest edge
Crayon Weight: 6g
Box Size: 76mm x 155mm x 16mm

 
WE003SH

CAMEL 

C003BWS&G 
Silver & Gold Black Pencil (set of 60) 

C002MU-Music (set of 60) C004CAPE/COL36

Rainbow Pencils Silver & Gold

C003BW  7 colour black pencil (set of 50)
C001NT  7 colour natural (set of 60)

Set of 36 Coloured Pencils Music
36 high-quality pencils finished into a 
square shape for ease of use.
The matt black finish adds to the style.

Cocktail Crayon

Westek

Pro-Sharpener WE004MC
Macaron Colour

WE004OR
Original Colour

imal Pen

 

M001P
Pelican

M001P
Penguin l

M001H
Ho e

M001F
Flamingo

M001E
Eagle uc

P
phin

e u ng
M001

irrel
M001

a it g hite iger
M001

ear
M001

e a

Keep your pencils in their best condition with this professional pencil 
sharpener. Suitable for use with soft leads also. Made in Japan.

Professional quality art goods for work and play.
Crayon Panache
Twist, slide, draw! These multi-coloured crayons produce different colours 
and tones depending on the direction you draw or write and are suitable 
for both the serious artist and for those who just want to enjoy their art.
Gift-boxed. Made in Japan.
Contents: 5 different coloured crayons per box.
Crayon size: 10mm x 8mm x 150mm
Crayon weight: 6g
Box Size: 102mm x 102mm x 23mm

Camel Pencil is one of those companies established in downtown Tokyo many years ago. Over the 
years, it has won awards including Good Design Award yet it remains a small company in a now 
densely populated area. It manufactures products that it can be proud of and stays true to its own 
philosophies rather than become a large commercial brand.

Hand-carved pens featuring birds and 
animals. The wood used for these pens 
is from Amorpha, colloquially known as 
Indigo Bush, which is harvested from 
sustainable plantations. Farmers make 
enclosures from this tree to prevent 
wild animals from destroying their farms 
and as soon as they are felled, more 
are planted. They also sell wood from 
felled trees on the open market to 
support their income further. It is a 
circular method to preserve both land 
and native animals which in turn 
ensures sustainable forest resources. 
Length: approx. 165mm

These beautiful rainbow pencils write and draw softly on your 
paper in bright colours and have even managed to fit 7 colours 
in a standard size pencil. They come in their own display case 
so you can simple place them on your store shelves.

Also available in an easy to display 
case is  the Silver & Gold series.  
Pencils that write beautifully on both 
light and dark paper. 

A great pencil for music-lovers. The display case holds 
100 pencils with different colours on their ends. 
4 colours of 25 each in total: Red; Yellow; Green; Blue 
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PLUS
Bringing innovation to function

Petit Tapes
Tapes in compact cases for a variety of uses. 
The torque mechanism of the case across the entire series provides smooth application as the mini roller on the 
tip glides over your work. The head design allows for 2-way pasting – pull for longer pastings such as entire 
sentences and push for a small amount even as small as just one letter. The one-touch open/close cap protects 
the tape when not in use and the handy size makes it easy to carry and store.

Petit Decoration Tape

Tape Width: 6mm                                  
Tape Length: 4m

Petit Marking Tape

Petit Correction Tape Cream
Because sometimes we make mistakes and not all paper is pure white….. 
A coloured correction tape to hide your changes on cream-coloured paper. 
Tape Length: 6m

PL001GR Green 6mm PL001RD Red 4mm PL001BL Blue 5mm PL001BR Brown 2.5mm

PL003DL
Delivery

PL003ML
Meals

PL003AN
Anniversary

PL003SH
Shopping 

PL003CF
Cafe

PL003CH
Check

PL002GR  Soft Green PL002PK Soft Pink PL002YL  Soft Yellow

WPC302-126WH White

WPCSM06-198KH Smiley Face Khaki

WPC424-126WH White

Camelia

How to order:

3

Driven by customer satisfaction, PLUS is a brand that creates functional stationery items. Since 1948 it has 
managed to establish itself as a leader in this field and today  its range is full of colourful, practical items for  your 
desk and journaling requirements.

Securely hide your identifying information with this simple yet effective stamp. Just rolle the stamp over the text 
you want to mask prior to discarding - it works instantly! The camouflage pattern has been designed to offer 
maximum protection of your private details and the stamp is so easy to use as it just glides lightly over the paper.

Stamp size: diameter 39mm x 69mm (h)
Stamp width when printed: 15mm     Stamp length: approx. 30m

A highlighter in innovative tape form.
The mini roller head creates clean lines throughout 
your notes without blurred edges and as it is a tape 
that simply glides over your work, it won’t smudge 
your writing.  Tape Width: 6mm  Tape Length: 4m 

Perfect for all bujo enthusiasts! 
Decorate your pages and organize 
your diary with these tapes that are 
an alternative to stickers. Place a 
series or even just one icon as 
required in the space on your notes. 
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PL010WH White

Flat Clinch Stapler
These compact staplers are so easy to use. They staple pages with just a light touch and the flat clinch method 
closes the staple tighter to lessen volume when the papers are placed together. They are also very simple to load 
with staples – just one movement opens the fill-space and it can hold up to 100 staples at once which lessens 
the number of times you need to refill. The power-assist mechanism allows up to 50% less force needed to 
staple your pages and they can staple up to 25 sheets in one go. The ergonomic design includes a fingertip 
indent to guide you as you push down the stapler and it also includes an integrated staple remover. 
Uses standard size 10 staples which are also available separately.

PLUS

Staple Free Stapler
Just imagine if there was a stapler that didn’t need staples….. Here it is!  Available in both Desktop and 
compact sizes, this stapler opens a small hook in your papers so that they are clipped firmly together. As there 
are no staples involved in the process at all, papers can later be placed in a shredder easily without the hassle 
of removing anything. The Desktop model comes with a gauge so you can evenly measure the distance from 
an edge and both sizes have an in-built power assist mechanism so very little pressure is required when 
stapling. This mechanism is unique to the PLUS range of staplers.

*Note that these staplers will make a hole in your papers as they fasten the pages together.

Compact Stapler-free Stapler: 
Capacity: Fastens up to 5 pages
Size: w35mm x d108mm x h74mm
Weight: 130g

PL008BL Blue PL008RD Red PL008WH White

PL008 No. 10 Staples Box of 1000

Desktop
Stapler-free Stapler: 
Capacity: Fastens up to 10 pages
Size: W70mm x d130mm x h110mm
Weight: 343g

PL010BK BlackPL010GR Green

Codes:
PL009BL Blue
PL009BK Black
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PLUS









How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419   Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au

3

Scissors

Blade Length: 42mm     Total length: 135mm

Blade Length: 65mm Total Length: 174mm

PL005WP
White/Pink

PL005WY
White/Grey

PL005WR
White/Green

PL004BLE Blue (English Package) PL004PKE Pink (English Package) PL004PME Peach/Mint (English Package)

Premium Scissors
Highly durable titanium coating on the blade edges remains sharp for over 1 million uses and is rust-resistant. The 
coating has an added bonus of visual appeal due to the multi-colouring and they also have their own secure cap. 

Blade Length: 65mm
Total Length: 174mm

PL006DB Dark Brown

Kitchen Scissors
Convenience for your meal prep and plating. The 
micro-serrated blades grip firmly and cut through food and 
packaging easily. They can be split into 2 pieces to be 
washed by hand with your usual detergent or even in a 
dishwasher. The perfect scissors for your kitchen.

Blade Length: 80mm Total Length: 200mm

PL006IV IvoryPL006NV Navy

PL007WH White

PL007GR Green

Good general scissors that are fluorine coated so they are also suitable to cut through tape or glue. Rust-resistant, they 
are also an ideal choice for use in wet areas such as the kitchen or bathroom as well as anywhere in your home or office. 
Cap included.
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PLUS

3

Team Demi

Scissors

A colourful array of essential stationery items in a smaller compact size. 
Co-ordinate your desk and pen case in style!

Size: w92mm x d54mm x h7mm

Size: w45mm x d29mm x h17mm

PL014GR
Green

PL014PR
Purple

PL016GR
Green

PL016PR
Purple

PL016PK
Pink

PL016BG
Beige

PL014PB
Pink/Blue

PL014BW
Beige/White

PL015GR
Green

PL015PR
Purple

PL015PK
Pink

PL015BG
Beige

Stapler

Size: w16mm x d45mm x h6mm
Ruler: w111mm x d20mm x 3mm

Cutter / Ruler Set
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Mini Magnets

Midori have recently celebrated their 70th Anniversary and we are very happy to have been working with them for 
the last 20 years. Their products are designed to be easy to use with many items receiving international design 
awards. They are both a joy to use and to look at.

4-piece packet

Package Size: 
60mm (w) x 126mm (h)
Magnet Size: 
13mm - 31.5mm (h) x 
10mm - 40mm (w) x 
6.5mm - 13mm (d)

Where it all began…..
We find new products by travelling around Japan and 
visiting many stores. In one such store many years ago, we 
found these amazing tiny magnets that were so detailed 
and so adorable that we had to have them. We contacted 
Midori and the rest is history.
Super strong magnets with fine attention to detail in the 
design. A best-seller right from the beginning.

The Mini D-Clips are small boxes 
with standard-sized paperclips 
shaped as various animals. 
Golden dogs and black cats are 
all stars in this series. 

Contents: 12 clips per box   Package Size: h51mm x w31mm x d15mm

E stands for etching and these Etching Clips have been laser cut from fine stainless 
steel to highlight the shapes of the animals and the markings of retro objects. 
The fine work animates each animal with details such as fur markings and facial 
expressions and objects are detailed to a high degree to add depth to the story. 
Each clip is sliver-thin and extremely light, yet holds up to 10 sheets of standard paper.

Contents: 4 x 4 designs per box.  Total: 16 per clips case.
Case size: h54mm x w86mm x d6.5mm

I254CT Cat

I255CT Cat I255DG Dog I255KT Kitchen I255SU Sushi

I254DG Dog I254BD Bird I254DS Dinosaur I254SF Safari I254AQ Aquarium

6-piece Packet

Package Size: 96mm (w) x 94mm (h)
Magnet Size: 13mm - 31.5mm (h) x 
10mm - 40mm (w) x 6.5mm - 13mm (d)

I128CT Cat Sitt ing I128CR Cat Stretching

Mini D-Clip

E-Clip

 

Animals:

Retro:
I190AQ Aquarium

I190LF Leaf I190FL Flower I190MU Music I190SP Outer Space I190FU Fruit I190AIR Air Travel I190ST Stationery I190NC Necklace

I190CT Cat I190FR Forest I190DS Dinosaur I190DG Dog I190ZO ZooI190RB Rabbit
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igami c
c rned paper in a multitude of de our origami cr  rom any 
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How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419   Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au

3

Mesh Pen Pouch
Delightful pen pouches that are colourful and fun. Both sizes 
open widely to make it easy to access your pens and the 
larger size also has a separate pocket on the outside that is 
secured with an easy-to-use zipper. The mesh fabric allows 
you to see inside and is both strong and light to carry.

Small: Size: w195mm x h45mm x d25mm
Codes: I202BK Black; I202BL Blue; I202GY Grey; I202PK Pink

Medium Size: w210mm x h125mm d30mm
Codes: I203BK Black; I203BL Blue; I203GY Grey; I203PK Pink

Mesh Pen Pouch
Delightful pen pouches that are colourful and fun. Both 
sizes open widely to make it easy to access your pens 
and the larger size also has a separate pocket on the 
outside that is secured with an easy-to-use zipper. The 
mesh fabric allows you to see inside and is both strong 
and light to carry.

Small: Size: w195mm x h45mm x d25mm
Codes: I202BK Black; I202BL Blue; I202GY Grey; I202PK Pink

Medium Size: w210mm x h125mm d30mm
Codes: I203BK Black; I203BL Blue; I203GY Grey; I203PK Pink

2-Way Pen Pouch
Sturdy pen cases in durable fabric with 2 separate compartments that each have their own pockets and easy-open 
zips. They are large enough to hold items such as erasers and clips in the inner pockets and one side of the case has 
the depth to become a pen tray when in use. Complete with a handle that makes carrying this pen case easy. 

Fabric: Cordura (known for its use in outdoor goods)
Size: w207mm x h100mm x d62mm

I201BK Black I201BL BlueI201GR Green
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Book Band Pen Case

Penholder Band

Pen & Tool Mesh Pouch
These mesh pouches with a patchwork of pockets are both so practical and attractive! There are 2 inner pockets that are 
different sizes and colours so a variety of small items can be easily stored. Suitable as a makeup bag as well as a 
stationery pouch. Size: 170mm x 230mm x 10mm
 

I240PK PinkI240BL Blue I240GR Green I240GY Grey

I264PK Pink

A convenient pen case that can be attached to your 
planner or notebook with the adjustable elastic strap. 
The easy-glide zipper gives access to an inner 
pocket and it has sections divided by coloured nylon 
mesh so your items are easy to find quickly. The 
colourful mesh allows you to see inside instantly and 
also adds personality to your notebooks. 

Suitable for all books size B6 to A5.

Product Size: h180mm x w95mm x d19mm

Package Size: h228mm x w99mm x d20mm

This book band integrates with your notebook 
with a clip that attaches to the cover. It is a 
stylish penholder for your notebook that is also 
suitable for that serious business look. 
Slide your pen into the holder securely with 
either the pen body or through the smaller loop 
with its clip. Suitable for a wide variety of pen 
sizes and the band adjusts to fit notebooks size 
B6 to A5.

Product Size: h190-220mm x w41mm x d10mm

Band Width: 15mm

Package Size: h234mm x w79mm x d10mm

I264GR Green

I264BL Blue

I265KB Black I265NV Navy I264BR Brown

I261BKA
Black A

I261CLA
Clear A

I261SP
Sepia

I264BR Brown

Clear Book Band Pen Case
Suitable for sizes B6 to A5. These pen cases 
strap to your notebook so that your pens 
and pencils are always handy. The modern 
clear case allows you to find your items 
easily. Holds up to 7 pens.

Weight: 41g

Product Size: h183mm x w50mm x d35mm

Package Size: h228mm x w82mm x d36mm
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Die-Cut Animal Letter Sets

Letter Sets
Paper is at the heart of Midori and all their paper items are still manufactured in their factory just outside Tokyo. The 
quality of the writing paper is high and the multitude of designs is amazing. New letter sets are often released and our 
website is continually updated to reflect the new designs as they become available. 

These die-cut animals allow you to write short notes or 
letters and make such an impact with their cute design. 
Each animal has been hand-drawn and they emanate so 
much warmth.
Contents: 6 sheets; 3 envelopes
Package Size: 156mm (h) x 122mm (w) x 5mm (d)

I258CT Cat I258GR Grouse I258OT Otter I258PG Penguin

Throughout the year Midori releases stunning letter papers with matching envelopes to tie in with the current 
(Japanese) season. They are always single-run and sent on an as-ordered basis. Shown here is a selection of 
designs and, although they are different every release, they are always beautiful as you would expect from Midori.
Please contact us details if you are interested in purchasing any future releases for your store and we will arrange for 
you to see upcoming designs. The latest designs can also be seen on our website which is continuously updated.
Made in Japan
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I223AN AnimalsI223ST Star

Midori Multi-year Diaries and Journals
Multi-year diaries allow you to read back on previous entries over the years as you write your daily update. Just a few 
l ines give you that important time to yourself in our busy l ives to reflect on the day and any happenings, big or small, 
and how you felt about them which is important to your own well-being. Doing it in style with any of these books adds 
to the pleasure of this daily ritual.
They all make beautiful gifts.

5-Year Diary Embroidery
A keepsake diary with an embroidered cloth front cover featuring flowers. The spine and back cover have gold foil 
stamping which adds to the feel of opulence. Comes in its own case and wi th one bookmark.

366 pages plus appendix 3 pages Ruled; 6mm   Size: 193mm x 120mm x 29mm

I224NV Navy I224BG Beige

Embossed Cover Diary
A fashionable diary that has a smooth cloth front embossed in gl ittering gold and silver foi l. The pages are faintly 
i l lustrated with charming images relating to the cover story and there are 2 days per page. It comes in its own hard 
cover case complete with a matching bookmark. 

192 pages  Ruled; 9mm  Size: 186mm x 131mm x 15mm
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I219BL BlueI219PL Plain I219PK Pink I219GR Green
I219BL BlueI219PL Plain I219PK Pink I219GR Green I219BL BlueI219PL Plain I219PK Pink I219GR Green I219BL BlueI219PL Plain I219PK Pink I219GR Green

Colour Dot Grid A5 Notebook

Colour Series

A gentle pastel rainbow of notebooks! The pages of these coloured 
notebooks match the cover and are an inspiration to your words and 
pictures. The Dot Grid is a guide for your writing and also to placing stickers 
and photos to balance your pages of work. Saddle-stitched with minimalist 
gold-foil stamping details on the front cover.

Soft pastels and neutrals in a rainbow of colours. This series has now been 
expanded due to its popularity. All items made in Japan.

I245PR Purple

I245BL Blue I245GR Green I245GY Grey I245WH White I245PK Pink

Size: A5  •  Contents: 56 pages  •  5mm Dot Grid  •  Made in Japan

Colour Dot Grid A5 Paper Pad
Now available is the A5 Paper Pad so that you can make notes and then 
tear off the pages so they can be placed with your relevant work. The 
colours allow you to co-ordinate your work & studies plus they easily 
stand out in your notes.
Size: A5 • Contents: 60 pages • 5mm Dot Grid

Colour Dot Grid A5 Ring Notebook
For those who prefer a ring 
notebook, this one is from the 
same colour series and has twin 
loop wire binding. The cover is 
one full sheet of card paper.
Size: A5 • Contents: 120 pages 
• 5mm Dot Grid 

I256PR Purple

I257PR Purple I257BL Blue I257GR Green I257GY Grey I257WH White I257PK Pink

I256BL Blue I256GR Green I256GY Grey I256WH White I256PK Pink
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Decoration Sticker
Pretty packets of handmade stickers to 
decorate cards and paper for gifts or for 
your own use. Each packet of 30 contains 
a variety of styles in the selected theme so 
you can create your own story. All are 
textured and some are even sprinkled with 
sparkles.

Contents: 5 designs
 30 pieces per pack 

 Packet Size: 
H128mm x w100mm x d6m

m

I215SM Stars & Moon I215FT Feather

I215HT Hear

I215CB Celebration I215CF Cafe I215MU Music I215ST Stationery

t I215PF Pink Flowe r I215LF Lea f

Sticky Notes – Die-Cu t
Oh, so pretty! The intricate cutting  
on each sheet creates detailed y et 
delicate images for your notes.  
They also make a lovely gift.

I237BD Bird I237TW Town I237SW Swans

I237FR Forest

I237SB Foil Stamped Bird

I237SF Foil Stamped Forest I237WR Wreath I237LV Leaves

Contents: 20 sheets     Package Size: h125mm x w91mm x d4mm

Embroidery Bookmarker
These delightful bookmarkers consist of a clip to attach to your book and a strap with a charm 
that marks your page. The embroidered charm on the end of the strap adds delightful 
character to your book with your favourite motif. The strap can be looped around the specially 
designed clip to adjust the length so they are suitable for sizes A5, A6 and B6 books.

Length of Strap: 250mm
Package Size: 182mm x 64mm x 5mm

I244LT Long-tailed Tit I244CT Cat I244BD Bird I244SQ Squirrel I244HH Hedgehog I244PB Polar Bear

I215BF Blue Flower
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Self-Inking Stamp
These stamps wil l help you organise your day. Each design has space for you to fi l l  in tasks, l ists and notes 
and the styles are suitable for a wide range of requirements from shopping l ists to schedule notes. You can 
also colour in the imprint to suit your mood.  
           

Ink Colour: Black     Stamp Size: h61mm x w61mm x d19mm    Package Size: h160mm x w85mm x d20mm

I218TD To Do List I218CK Clock I218SL Shopping List

I218CL Calendar I218MN Menu I218CT Cat

Sticky Notes
The size of these Sticky Notes is a perfect f it for the 
Self-Inking Stamps above.  The booklets have 3 types 
of paper and have been designed so that each sheet 
can be taken from anywhere without affecting the 
stabil ity due to the glue binding on the top of the 
pages. The paper is the usual high standard you expect 
from Midori and is a pleasure to write on.

Contents: Total 70 sheets 
- White x 30/Kraft x 20/Tracing Paper x 20
Booklet Size: h70mm x w70mm x d7mm
Package Size: h112mm x w76mm x d8mm

I218TR Travell ing I218BK Books I218WR WritingI218BD Birds I218ST Stars I218WT Wreath

I218RF Ink Refi l l

Self-Inking Stamp
These stamps wil l help you organise your day. Each design has space for you to fi l l  in tasks, l ists and notes 
and the styles are suitable for a wide range of requirements from shopping l ists to schedule notes. You can 
also colour in the imprint to suit your mood.  
           

Ink Colour: Black     Stamp Size: h61mm x w61mm x d19mm    Package Size: h160mm x w85mm x d20mm

I218TD To Do List I218CK Clock I218SL Shopping List

I218CL Calendar I218MN Menu I218CT Cat

Sticky Notes
The size of these Sticky Notes is a perfect f it for the 
Self-Inking Stamps above.  The booklets have 3 types 
of paper and have been designed so that each sheet 
can be taken from anywhere without affecting the 
stabil ity due to the glue binding on the top of the 
pages. The paper is the usual high standard you expect 
from Midori and is a pleasure to write on.

Contents: Total 70 sheets 
- White x 30/Kraft x 20/Tracing Paper x 20
Booklet Size: h70mm x w70mm x d7mm
Package Size: h112mm x w76mm x d8mm

I218TR Travell ing I218BK Books I218WR WritingI218BD Birds I218ST Stars I218WT Wreath

I218RF Ink Refi l l

Stamp Series
A series designed to help you organise your days. The self-inking stamps are a handy way to arrange your time in 
your own style and come in both the block style as well as a Rotating Stamp. Also available in the series are the 
Sticky Notes and Notebooks which have been designed to fit the stamps perfectly.

Paintable Rotating Stamp
Rotate and stamp. Each stamp has either 10 or 12 designs for you to select and is fun to use. Simply scroll 
and stamp! The oil-based ink is waterproof so can be coloured to decorate your notes. Ink refill also available.

Ink colour: Black      Size: h76mm x w44mm x d26mm     Package Size: h160mm x w85mm x d28mm
Weight: 30g/48g

I230RF
Ink Refill

I230AN Animal

I230CT Cat

I230DY Days 

I230LT List

I230MO Motif

I230MS Message

I230MT Month

I230PL Plant

These stamps wil l help you organise your day. Each design has space for you to fi l l  in tasks, l ists and notes 
and the styles are suitable for a wide range of requirements from shopping l ists to schedule notes. You can 
also colour in the imprint to suit your mood.  
           

Ink Colour: Black     Stamp Size: h61mm x w61mm x d19mm    Package Size: h160mm x w85mm x d20mm

I218TD To Do List I218CK Clock I218SL Shopping List

I218CL Calendar I218MN Menu I218CT Cat

I218TR Travell ing I218BK Books I218WR WritingI218BD Birds I28GT Goat I218WT Wreath

Self-Inking Stamp

I218RF Ink Refi l l

Self-Inking Stamp
These stamps wil l help you organise your day. Each design has space for you to fi l l  in tasks, l ists and notes 
and the styles are suitable for a wide range of requirements from shopping l ists to schedule notes. You can 
also colour in the imprint to suit your mood.  
           

Ink Colour: Black     Stamp Size: h61mm x w61mm x d19mm    Package Size: h160mm x w85mm x d20mm

I218TD To Do List I218CK Clock I218SL Shopping List

I218CL Calendar I218MN Menu I218CT Cat

Sticky Notes
The size of these Sticky Notes is a perfect f it for the 
Self-Inking Stamps above.  The booklets have 3 types 
of paper and have been designed so that each sheet 
can be taken from anywhere without affecting the 
stabil ity due to the glue binding on the top of the 
pages. The paper is the usual high standard you expect 
from Midori and is a pleasure to write on.

Contents: Total 70 sheets 
- White x 30/Kraft x 20/Tracing Paper x 20
Booklet Size: h70mm x w70mm x d7mm
Package Size: h112mm x w76mm x d8mm

I218TR Travell ing I218BK Books I218WR WritingI218BD Birds I218ST Stars I218WT Wreath

I218RF Ink Refi l l

Self-Inking Stamp
These stamps wil l help you organise your day. Each design has space for you to fi l l  in tasks, l ists and notes 
and the styles are suitable for a wide range of requirements from shopping l ists to schedule notes. You can 
also colour in the imprint to suit your mood.  
           

Ink Colour: Black     Stamp Size: h61mm x w61mm x d19mm    Package Size: h160mm x w85mm x d20mm

I218TD To Do List I218CK Clock I218SL Shopping List

I218CL Calendar I218MN Menu I218CT Cat

Sticky Notes
The size of these Sticky Notes is a perfect f it for the 
Self-Inking Stamps above.  The booklets have 3 types 
of paper and have been designed so that each sheet 
can be taken from anywhere without affecting the 
stabil ity due to the glue binding on the top of the 
pages. The paper is the usual high standard you expect 
from Midori and is a pleasure to write on.

Contents: Total 70 sheets 
- White x 30/Kraft x 20/Tracing Paper x 20
Booklet Size: h70mm x w70mm x d7mm
Package Size: h112mm x w76mm x d8mm

I218TR Travell ing I218BK Books I218WR WritingI218BD Birds I218ST Stars I218WT Wreath

I218RF Ink Refi l l

The ink is oil-based so it doesn’t bleed when it is written on with a water-based marker. The stamps can be all 
be used approximately 1000 each before needing to be refilled. More designs available online
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Rotating Stamp Case

Pre-inked Paintable Stamp - Half-Size

Now there is a storage case made just for your Paintable 
Rotating Stamps. The translucent material allows you to easily 
see the pattern inside and the cases have been designed to 
stack on top of each other for easy storage. See page 22 of the 
main catalogue for the full range of available stamp designs.

Size: Product Size: h90mm x w60mm x d30mm
Package Size: h115mm x w63mm x d32mm
Code: I230CA

Gold Foil Transfer Sticker Sheet
A stunning effect is achieved easily with these transfer 
stickers. Decorate your notebooks as if they were painted 
by simply cutting out the section you want to use, placing 
it on paper and gently rubbing until the entire transfer has 
been applied. Simple! 
Made with evaporated foil.

Contents: 1 Sheet
Package Size: h180mm x w90mm
Weight: 80g

I252CF Coffee I252KT Kitchen I252FL Flower I252MR Motif Record I252ST Star

I252GP
Geometric Patterns

I252SC Sea Creatures

I266TT
Today’s Topics

I266DG 
Dog To-Do List

I266CL
Clock

I266VT
Vertical Time List

I252LA Land Animals I252OD Outdoor I252CP 
Celebratory Pattern

A pre-inked stamp in a handy size to 
use in your notebook or journal. Keep 
on track with these patterned lists 
and reminders.

Product Size: 
h30.5mm x w61mm x d19mm
Package Size: 
h95mm x w85mm x d20mm
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How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419   Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au
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10 sheets /10 designs
Sticky note

10 sheets /10 designs
Sticky note

10 sheets /10 designs
Sticky note

10 sheets /10 designs
Sticky note

Clip Bookmarker
With a thickness of only 0.1mm, these very sl im clips mark the pages in 
your books without leaving any indentations but can be easily found along 
the edges for reference. They are delightful die-cut sl ivers with icons that 
are suitable to use as small stencils which are perfect for your diary. Simply 
colour them in on the relevant days to add design and interest to your notes 
as reminders of your to-do l ist or to simply decorate your pages.

Clip Size: w13mm x h41mm x d.7mm
Package Size: w75mm x h98mm x d1mm
Material: Stainless Steel

Index Clips
Useful cl ips to separate your notebooks into sections. With the clip measuring only 0.15mm in thickness they wil l not 
add bulk to the pages so that your book sti l l  lays flat when closed. And as the clip f its perfectly onto the page, only 
the tab shows along the edges. A great organisational tool! 

Clip Size: w12.5mm x h21mm x d0.5mm        Package Size: w84mm x h137mm x d1mm        Material: Stainless Steel

I204HM HomeI204CT Cat I204WT Weather I204FL Flower

I205GD Gold I205SV Silver

Clip Ruler

I220SV Silver I220CP Copper  

I220CT Cat

I220DP Decorative Pattern

A very slim ruler with its own clip that can be attached to paper as well as notebook covers. 
The template allows you to customise your notes and diaries and assist your planning. You 
can even colour in the motifs according to your mood or to suit the schedule. It also makes a 
great bookmark! 
Size: 140.5mm x 34mm x 1.5mm
Package Size: 203mm x 65mm x 2mm
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How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419   Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au

3

I107BRW Brown with Wood Insert

I106BR Brown

I107BR Brown

These rulers have been cut with a laser to create sharp lines on the edges 
to enable perfect measuring and lines each time. The single-component 
rulers have a magnet and the others have a wood insert which add warmth 
to your desk. Length: 15cm

A stylish ruler that opens to reach a smooth length of 30cm. The centre rotation also acts as a compass with markings in 15 degree 
increments. 

Size: Length 15cm, opening to 30cm
Material: Aluminium
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: 6 l im 4 an nly

I400BA5 Blank A5
I400BA6 Blank A6
I400BB6 Blank B6 Slim
I400BA4 Blank A4 Variant
I400GA5 Grid A5
I400GA6 Grid A6
I400GB6 Grid B6 Slim
I400LA5 Lined A5
I400LA6 Lined A6
I400LB6 Lined B6 Slim
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I403BL Blank
I403DG Dot Grid
1177CV Clear Cover
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368 page

166 4  ariant

167 4 4 ariant

How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419   Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au

3

An A5 journal with 192 pages in grid form with 
8 blocks across 2 pages to allow you to create 
your own week-to-an-opening diary or 
page-to-a-day diary. 
Comes with their own index stickers. 

Code: I402GB Grid Block

Also available: 
I402FR Frame; I402DG Dot Grid

Protect your treasured notebook with its own cover.
With a selection of 2 materials, you can be confident that your 
selection will reflect your own personal style. 
Suitable for use with the original MD Notebooks.

A Clear Cover is also available to protect the paper.
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Envelope: I404ML MD Letter Pad
I404CL Cotton Letter Pad
I404ME MD Envelope
I404CE Cotton Envelope
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How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419   Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au
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A4
I401BA4V Blank A4
I401GA4V Grid A4
I401LA4V Lined A4

A5
I401BA5 Blank A5
I401GA5 Grid A5
I401LA5 Lined A5

A6
I401BA6 Blank A6
I401GA6 Grid A6
I401LA6 Lined A6

B6 Slim
I401BB6S Blank B6
I401GB6S Grid B6
I401LB6S Lined B6

A7
I401BA7 Blank A7
I401GA7 Grid A7
I401LA7 Lined A7
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I181A4 A4 Blank Cotton
I181A5 A5 Blank Cotton

MD Notebook Cotton
Scaled to the dimensions of sketch books, the pages in 
these notebooks are made from cotton to increase the 
pleasure of drawing with pencils. Includes index stickers.   
Contents: 200 pages

F0 h180mm x w150mm x d11mm
F2 h240mm x w200mm x d11mm
F3 h273mm x w220mm x d11mm

I198FO FO 

I198F3 F3

I198F2 F2 

I181A4 A4 Blank Cotton
I181A5 A5 Blank Cotton

MD Notebook Cotton
Cotton is naturally pure white which makes it ideal for artists. Scaled to the dimensions of sketch books, 
the pages in these notebooks are made from cotton to increase the pleasure of drawing with pencils. 
Includes index stickers.      

Contents: 200 pages F0 h180mm x w150mm x d11mm
F2 h240mm x w200mm x d11mm
F3 h273mm x w220mm x d11mm

I198FO FO 
I198F3 F3I198F2 F2 

I181A4 A4 Blank Cotton
I181A5 A5 Blank Cotton

MD Notebook Cotton
Scaled to the dimensions of sketch books, the pages in 
these notebooks are made from cotton to increase the 
pleasure of drawing with pencils. Includes index stickers.   
Contents: 200 pages

F0 h180mm x w150mm x d11mm
F2 h240mm x w200mm x d11mm
F3 h273mm x w220mm x d11mm

I198FO FO 

I198F3 F3

I198F2 F2 

I181A4 A4 Blank Cotton
I181A5 A5 Blank Cotton

MD Notebook Cotton
Scaled to the dimensions of sketch books, the pages in 
these notebooks are made from cotton to increase the 
pleasure of drawing with pencils. Includes index stickers.   
Contents: 200 pages

F0 h180mm x w150mm x d11mm
F2 h240mm x w200mm x d11mm
F3 h273mm x w220mm x d11mm

I198FO FO 

I198F3 F3

I198F2 F2 

Codes: 
I172DG Dot Grid
I172FR Frame
I172BL Blank
I172GR Grid
I172LI Lined
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I175PCC – Colour Pencil

The beautiful MD Pencil is available in both 
the pure B lead and colours. The muted 
shades reflect the quiet colours of the entire 
MD Paper range and inspire you creativity.

Contents:
B Lead – 6 pencils

Colour:
2 each Grey, Blue and Orange
Total 6 pencils

Pencil Size: diameter 7mm x h176mm
Package Size: h50mm x w178mm x d10mm

I175PC6 – B Lead Pencil

MD Fountain Pen

Ink Colour: Black
Size: diameter 11mm x h133mm
Package Size: h70mm x w160mm x d20mm I175FP Fountain Pen

I175FBK Cartridge Black

I175FBL Cartridge Blue

Complement your MD Notebooks with th is  
Fountain Pen from the same MD Paper Products
range. The medium thickness makes it ideal for 
all writing styles as well as sketching. The curved
tip writes smoothly with minimal smudging at any 
angle and is also suitable for those who are using a  
ountain pen for the first time.  cartridges in 

two colours are also available.

MD Pencil

A converter designed for the MD Fountain Pen.
Package Size: h57mm x w110mm x d8mm

MD Converter for Fountain Pen

The nib on this Dip Pen is the same as the MD Fountain Pen so 
it is easier to use even if using it for the first time. The shaft is 
made from a synthetic resin called Mapuka and covered with 
paper powder. The pen has a ridged shape with a soft paper 

texture that feels comfortable to use. Medium nib.

Pen Size: diameter 10mm x 134mm (h)
Package Size: 50mm (h) x 175mm (w)

x 20mm (d)

MD Dip Pen

I175DP

I175CV
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MD Memo Block

MD Pen Case

MD Paper in a memo block form in 
your preferred style of layout for all 
your notes and reminders. 
A beautiful block of paper to keep 
out on your desk.
Sheets: 500   Size: 100mm x 100mm 
(w x l) x 51mm (h) I251BL Blank I251GR Grid I251LI Lined

Ink! In colours inspired by the lines and 
page-marking straps of the MD 
Notebooks, these inks will further inspire 
your creativity. 
A perfect complement to the series and 
available in 3 colours to match the 
notebooks’ accents.

Water-based dye ink.

Contents: 30ml
Bottle Size: h55mm x w57mm x d36mm

I179BL Blue I179OR Orange I179GY Grey

MD Ink

These pen cases made from canvas produced in 
the city of Kurashiki. Often used for heavy-duty 
purposes such as boat sails and truck tarpaulins, 
this high-quality cotton is considered a luxury 
product. The fabric used for these pen cases have 
all been water-proofed and the material gains 
character the longer it is used again in the 
inimitable MD style of refined good looks. These 
Pen Case with Gusset can hold up to around 20 
fountain pens, pens or pencils from the MD 
Drawing Kits.

I175CF Pencase Flat

I175CG Pencase with Gusset
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TRAVELER’S notebook series has a simplicity of design to inspire your own thoughts and dreams as 
you travel. With a strong following worldwide, it is loved by collectors and travelers. It was first 
created over 10 years ago under the Midori label and has since diverged to become its own brand 
and also includes l ines such the popular Brass Products and Kraft Envelopes.

TRAVELER’S Notebook
TRAVELER’S Notebook has a leather cover which 
improves with age as it softens to your own use. The 
simplicity of the design allows you to create your own 
world and it is hoped that it tempts you to go travelling 
with this in your hands. 

The leather covers are made by hand with no chemical 
treatments and the paper is made in Japan to the highest 
standard. Various inserts are available for both Standard 
and Passport sizes.

Please note that conditions apply to the sale of the 
TRAVELER’S Notebook series. Contact us for details and 
we will be happy to work through these with you.
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Diarge is a company that creates quality works in base materials that stand the test of time. Each item is manufactured by hand 
and the craftsmanship incorporates techniques handed down through the ages. The raw brass will develop a patina over time 
and the deceptively simple designs across the range ensure that all items are suitable as both a beautiful gift or as an item of 
your own to treasure for many years. 
The new Rose Gold series has been designed in a delicate colour of blushing pink for a softer and more gentle appeal. These 
items are first created in brass then coated with rose gold to become treasured items and the packaging is the same but with 
just a hint of pink hue showing through.

Products of basic materials for your natural l i festyle.  All items made in Japan.

DIARGE is a recently established design company that creates quality works to last the test of t ime. Made from base materials
with a focus on metal and leather, each item is manufactured mostly by hand and incorporate techniques handed down
through the ages. Both a beautiful gift and an item of your own to treasure.

Brass Chasing Shoehorn 
A perfectly formed shoe horn made 
from brass and complete with its 
own leather strap to hand on a hook.

Size: 130mm x 40mm + leather strap

Material: Brass

D14300GD

Raw Brass Series
A lineup of brass items in simple design mode. 
These wil l al l develop their own patina over the years and become even more treasured as time passes.

Pen Tray:
Size: w200mm x d80mm x h5mm

Pen Case:
Size: w170mm x d54mm x h15mm

Card Case:
Size: w93mm x d60mm x h5mm

D13904

Code: D13903

Code: D13902

Round Tray
Size: 80mm (d) x 9mm (h)

Square Tray
Size: 117mm (w) x 83mm (d) x 13mm (h)

Pen Tray
Size: 200mm (w) x 80mm (d) x 5mm (h)

Pen Tray
Size: 170mm (w) x 54mm (d) x 15mm (h)

Card Case
Size: 93mm (w) x 60mm (d) x 5mm (h)

Pi l l Case
Size: 80mm (w) x 32mm (d) x 28mm (h)

Rose Gold: D13905RG Brass: D13905GD

Rose Gold: D13904RG Brass: D13904GD

Rose Gold: D13915RG Brass: D13915GD

Pen Case:

Code: D13902GDCode: D13903GD Code: D13907GD • Rubber Band included

How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419  Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au
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D13327GD GoldD13327SV SilverD13327BK Black

Products of basic materials for your natural l i festyle.  All items made in Japan.

DIARGE is a recently established design company that creates quality works to last the test of t ime. Made from base materials
with a focus on metal and leather, each item is manufactured mostly by hand and incorporate techniques handed down
through the ages. Both a beautiful gift and an item of your own to treasure.

Brass Chasing Shoehorn 
A perfectly formed shoe horn made 
from brass and complete with its 
own leather strap to hand on a hook.

Size: 130mm x 40mm + leather strap

Material: Brass

D14300GD

Raw Brass Series
A lineup of brass items in simple design mode. 
These wil l al l develop their own patina over the years and become even more treasured as time passes.

Pen Tray:
Size: w200mm x d80mm x h5mm

Pen Case:
Size: w170mm x d54mm x h15mm

Card Case:
Size: w93mm x d60mm x h5mm

D13904

Code: D13903

Code: D13902

How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419  Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au

Disc Key Ring

D13324BK Black D13324GD GoldD13324SV Silver

This key holder is a sleek design that comprises a cleverly designed disc-shaped plate and ring. Simply rotate the 
plate opening to line up with the gap in the ring to insert or remove keys. This eliminates the need to use your 
fingernails or such to prise open and load keys. 
Holds up to 6 keys. 
Materials: Brass; Steel
Size: 35mm x 34mm

Hotel Key Ring
Designed to reflect a 5-star hotel in downtown Asakusa in Tokyo in true antique style. The fob of this key ring has been 
pressed with details that you would expect to find in your hotel key and the stamped metal takes you back in time. 
Size: 35.5mm x 105mm  Weight: 35g

Karabiner Drop Key Ring
Classic design is always in style. The design of this keyring is traditional and the lightness of the ring makes it modern 
and practical as well. Simple design at its best just as you would expect from Diarge. Size: 37mm x 76mm  Weight:13g

Round Key Ring
Minimalist design that allows the ring to almost disappear and let your keys be the star. This pared back design in slim 
proportions with its simple screw opening mechanism is light to carry yet still retains its rugged appeal.

Size: diameter 50mm
Weight: 12g

D13328GD Gold

D13329GD GoldD13329SV SilverD13329BK Black

D13328SV SilverD13328BK Black
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Reimagining incense for today’s world.

Less is More

Incense has been made in Japan for hundreds of years and 
much of it comes from Kyoto which is a more traditional area 
of Japan known for its customs that are continued even 
today. Nez Reflet is a new company that is based in Kyoto 
with its own style that is targeted to the modern world. 
Incense in tins, fragrance names such as Fantasy and Café 
and the prettiest boxes all combine to create a wider appeal 
for the new community of incense lovers. 
*Note that all burn times are approximate and subject to local conditions.

Beautifully simple. These understated boxes have been pared back to minimalist lines in neutral colours to 
showcase the scents which have been blended to reflect such wonderful names that evoke emotional connections.

Burn Time: 15 minutes     Contents: 40 sticks     Package Size: w94mm x d40mm x h25mm

1/f  yuragi
Incense in aromas dedicated to times of 
the day. Packaged into tins, they are more 
rugged in style and are a great first set for 
those new to incense. Each tin has incense 
created for the time of day from Refreshing 
at 7am to Calming and Peacefulness 
through to Sleep at 10pm. Complete with 
its own stand and the lid that works as a 
tray, these can also be taken on your 
travels. They make a perfect gift too. 
Burn Time: 15 minutes
Contents: 30 sticks; 1 stand
Package Size: w96mm x d65mm x h20mm

NR001NT Night NR001SW SweetNR001FR Forest NR001FT Fantasy

How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419  Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au

NR00222 22:00

NR00207 07:00

NR00213 13:00

NR00219 19:00
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Detendu
A superior series with a burn time of 30 
minutes. Designed for those times when you 
can take half an hour for contemplative 
leisure such as in your favourite café or in 
your garden and each fragrance is named 
accordingly. 

Burn Time: 30 minutes
Contents: 40 sticks
Package Size: w40mm x d125mm x h25mm

Codes (from left to right):
NR003AM Amber La Maison NR003BL Blue Jardin
NR003PK Pink Voyage NR003WH White Cafe

Incense Stand Sets
Elegant and refined good looks that are a 
perfect match for this range. 

All sets contain an incense holder as well as a 
tray or bowl. The bowl has marbled paint marks 
and would also work well filled with sand.

Tray Sizes:
Round: diameter 100mm x h20mm
Octagonal: diameter 55mm x h40mm

Calme
Another series with a long burn time of 30 minutes. 
These come in a handy storage case that is easy to 
carry so you can focus on relaxing at your destination. 
It also fills a large room at home with its unique 
perfume. The gold La Vie Rubis is sweeter and the 
silver Bisou has more oriental notes in its character.

Burn Time: 30 minutes
Contents: 40 sticks
Package Size: diameter 27mm x h150mm

Codes (from left to right):
NR004GD Gold La Vie Rubis NR004SV Silver Bisou

How to order:
Phone: 03 8679 6419  Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

Email: info@livinganddining.com.au

NR005RP Round Pink

NR005OC Octagonal Marble
NR005RW

Round White
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Your t rusted suppl ier  for  20 years


